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which Lepanto and Trafalgar would shrink into insignificance;
that he should dream for himself a column towering to heaven
and dwarfing the Nelson monument to a mere pocket edition ?
You may even imagine the Kaiser, lord of all the arts as a
mere sideline, himself designing the William II-Tirpitz
column. Does he already see himself, the Grandest Admiral
triumphant at the side of his Grand Admiral, that great
bearded representative of Neptune? Do not the English
imagine him as one whose head has been touched by Neptune's
trident?"
My British hearers greeted this with a storm of applause.
So I had read their thoughts about the Kaiser aright. The
famous English actor was the only one who did not join in.
To him the Kaiser was the greatest of living men.
I waved aside the applause and continued :
" But I tell you there are also points of similarity between
your noble-minded King Edward and Kaiser William.
Both have felt the attraction of capital and capitalists.
" William IE, an alloy of the most modern modernity and the
arrogance of a Roman Emperor, of medievalism and the
twentieth century, if not even the twenty-first or thirtieth,
of the dimmest past and the greenest present, or even future,
still unlicked and immature at fifty, but full of soaring plans,
sails the seas of the world in leviathans, sweeps through the
ether in monster airships, at the head of mighty invincible
legions, fights his way to the shores of Biblical rivers that
once watered paradise (Bagdad).
" He is the most modern of the moderns, yet he is like
your late King because, though strongly aristocratic, he also
likes to mingle with the patricians of the middle class, the
princes of the mercantile shipping industry, and finance/*
Baron Holstein, one of the darkest enigmas of the age of
William II which knew so many, turned out to be the member
of the Quadriga who contributed most towards the undoing
both of the German Empire and of its leading figures. A
professional diplomat, he provided in appearance a direct
contrast not only to the general run of diplomats, but
especially to the German type. If there is a profession on
earth which is not favourable to eccentricity, it is that of
diplomacy* The diplomat must adapt himself humanly and

